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ABSTRACT: Isaac Newton famously observed that “if I have
seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” We
propose that this sentiment is a powerful motivation for the
“open-source” movement in scientific research, in which creators
provide everything needed to replicate a given project online, as
well as providing explicit permission for users to use, improve, and
share it with others. Here, we write to introduce analytical
chemists who are new to the open-source movement to best
practices and concepts in this area and to survey the state of open-
source research in analytical chemistry. We conclude by
considering two examples of open-source projects from our
own research group, with the hope that a description of the
process, motivations, and results will provide a convincing
argument about the benefits that this movement brings to both creators and users.

The enterprise of scientific research is succinctly described
by a quote made famous by Sir Isaac Newton: “If I have

seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants”that
is, any given scientific advance represents the sum of activities
that are themselves built on the foundation of past efforts by
other researchers. Thus, the advancement of science depends
on discovering, accessing, and building upon the research of
others, tasks which are facilitated in our current world via the
Internet. With this in mind, scientists are increasingly choosing
to publish their research in open-access journals, including
American Chemical Society (ACS) titles, such as ACS Central
Science and ACS Omega, and journals from many other
publishers, including the Public Library of Science (PLOS)
and eLife Sciences. Furthermore, a growing number of
researchers are supplementing traditional publication by
submitting to preprint archives, including the well-known
arXiv (physics, mathematics, computer science; over 1.2 million
articles since 1991, 10 000+ submitted monthly),1 as well as the
newer bioRxiv (biology),2 and the recently announced ACS
chemRxiv (chemistry).3 Perhaps motivated by Newton’s broad
shoulders, authors are gravitating toward these mechanisms,
recognizing that (as indicated in the ACS Omega “Vision
Statement”) open-source publications make science “accessible
beyond the traditional academic readership,” including “readers
in industry, at policy institutions, the media, and the general
public.”4

While open-source publishing is making communication
about science more accessible, there is often a divide between
the content of a publication and the reproducibility of the

methods described thereinthat is, in many publications,
technical details that are required for others to repeat the work
are missing. Reproducibility is especially important in
publications that describe custom hardware or software,
which may be challenging for others to use even when the
authors have made good-faith efforts to provide all of the details
necessary for reproduction. Although this problem abounds in
many disciplines (as well as in many subdisciplines of
Chemistry), “analytical chemistry” in particular is often
associated with the creation of new instruments and apparatus
as well as software to control them. For example, a recent issue
of this journal (Analytical Chemistry, Issue 2, Volume 89)
included 25 publications that described custom hardware or
software, out of 48 contributions. While these numbers make it
clear that analytical chemists are enthusiastic about developing
custom hardware and software systems, of these 25
contributions, the majority lack important details (including
printed circuit board designs and software source code), which
preclude them from being fully repeatable by other authors. It is
of course possible to recreate hardware and software from
descriptions in published work, but in practice, this approach at
best leads to duplicated effort and at worst may prevent
replication and reuse because of unstated assumptions and
missing design details. In recognition of these challenges, we
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advocate the increased adoption of open hardware and software
principles in analytical chemistry research.
“Open-source” software, which has been around for decades,

is also commonly referred to as Free and Open-Source
Software (FOSS). In this case, “free” refers to freedom, as
FOSS is software for which the source code is not only freely
available but is explicitly licensed to allow users to use and
modify it as they wish. The most obvious success of open-
source software is its ubiquity: FOSS can be found nearly
everywhere, from Android phones to the web servers used by
over 70% of the world’s million busiest websites (many of
which also run the open-source Linux operating system).5

There is also great precedent for chemists releasing software as
FOSS: for example, molecular editing and visualization
software,6 toolkits for manipulating chemical data formats,7

and a plethora of quantum chemistry packages are available and
widely used.8−10 Interest in open-source software in analytical
chemistry has increased significantly since the turn of the
century; though as shown in Figure 1, the percentage of

publications describing or mentioning open-source software is
still modest. For example, the issue of Analytical Chemistry
mentioned above contained two reports of software released as
FOSS.11,12

While open-source software is widely known, a similar
concept for hardware exists, called Open-Source Hardware
(OSHW), which is simply an instrument for which the “design
is made publicly available so that anyone can study, modify,
distribute, make, and sell the design or hardware based on that
design.”13 OSHW has recently been applied specifically to
scientific tools by the Global Open Science Hardware
movement (GOSH), with the stated goal to “reduce barriers
between diverse creators and users of scientific tools to support
the pursuit and growth of knowledge.”14 The field with the
strongest adoption of OSHW and GOSH principles is
experimental physics; for example, the Open Hardware
Repository operated by the European Council for Nuclear
Research (CERN) lists over one hundred projects from
radiation-tolerant electronic modules to cosmic ray detectors,
many of which have hundreds or thousands of units deployed
in CERN facilities.15 Scientists working in the life sciences have
also created a growing list of open-source tools, covering areas
including microscopy, molecular biology, and electrophysiol-

ogy.16 Likewise, the US National Institutes of Health (NIH)
”3D Print Exchange” includes designs for hardware related to
health sciences,17 and a number of open-source tools from
many fields have been curated in a PLOS collection.18

Conversely, analytical chemistry has not experienced the
same penetration of ideas like OSHW and GOSH. Although
there are certainly some open-source analytical tools ranging
from photometric measurement systems19 and quartz crystal
microbalances20 to more mundane tools like tube racks,21

centrifuges,22 and well plates and micropipettes,23 publishing
open-source hardware does not seem to be front-of-mind for
many analytical chemists.
This Perspective is not the first to address this topic; other

authors, in particular Joshua Pearce with his excellent Open-
Source Lab textbook,24 have made strong arguments for wider
adoption of the open-source philosophy in science, including
the reduced cost compared to commercial products, the
practice of in-depth peer-review on a massive scale, expanded
visibility and impact, and simply improving the efficiency of
scientific communication. These arguments are particularly apt
for analytical chemistry because of the importance of
instrumentation in this field, but there are no contributions
in the literature (known to us) with an explicit focus on how
open-source concepts intersect with analytical chemistry
research. Thus, we write to introduce analytical chemists who
are new the open-source movement to best practices and
concepts in this area, and to survey the state of open-source
research in analytical chemistry. We conclude with discussions
of two of our lab’s open-source hardware projects: DropBot, an
advanced digital microfluidic droplet handling system,25 and
DStat, a versatile, compact potentiostat.26 Through these
examples, we hope to describe the process of developing and
releasing open-source projects, as well as to make a convincing
argument about the benefits this brings their creators and users.

■ OPEN SOURCE ADOPTION IN ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY

Generic Components and Tools. A key aspect of the
open-source movement in analytical chemistry has been the
development of components and tools that are useful in
creating new laboratory instrumentation. The most obvious
success-stories in this category are Arduino and RepRap.
Arduino is the name given to a combination of an open-source
software framework for simplifying the programming of
microcontrollers with a series of general-purpose OSHW
boards bearing Atmel microcontrollers, creating a simple and
inexpensive platform for prototyping electronics.27 Analytical
chemists have made use of the Arduino system for diverse
purposes (including data acquisition and instrument control)
for techniques including electrochemical28,29 and optical
detection,30 mass spectrometry,31 separations,32,33 and micro-
fluidics.25,34,35

RepRap stands for Replicating Rapid-prototyper, a name
given to a series of open-source 3D printers designed with the
goal of being self-replicating (i.e., a large portion of a RepRap’s
components can be printed with a RepRap).36 The RepRap
project has led the transition of 3D printers from large
commercial/industrial instruments costing tens of thousands of
dollars to benchtop units easily accessible by academic
laboratories and hobbyists. With a few exceptions, RepRap
printers operate based on the fused filament fabrication
technique, where plastic parts are created by stacking 2D layers
of molten plastic dispensed by a heated nozzle on an XYZ

Figure 1. Scopus results from 2000−2016 for “open source” and
“analytical chemistry” (including some related terms) excluding results
from subject areas outside physical or natural sciences, normalized by
the same search not including “open source.”
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stage, gradually producing a 3D object. Though RepRaps are
generally unsuitable for printing the very fine features required
to produce microfluidic devices (though examples of RepRap-
printed large channel devices exist37), they are useful for rapid
prototyping of durable parts, are well suited to make many of
the OSHW lab tools mentioned above,21,22,38 and are
commonly used for making enclosures or fixtures for
commercially available parts (e.g., a housing for a low-
temperature plasma mass spectrometry probe39). RepRaps
have also been used more creatively with user modifications,
such as replacing the plastic extrusion nozzle with other
implements such as microscopes40 or heated syringe pumps
(for prototyping paper microfluidics),41 taking advantage of
RepRaps’ inexpensive 3D micropositioning abilities. A key
advantage in using existing open-source components and tools
is that they are easy to obtain (e.g., both Arduino boards and
RepRap kits are readily available online or from electronics
stores at low cost) and many people are familiar with them.
An important part of the open-source movement is the idea

of constantly making and sharing improvements. This does not
lend itself well to traditional academic journals, where a
publication is normally immutable. Fortunately, a number of
services exist to facilitate the development and propagation of
open-source hardware and software. One of the most popular
sites for hosting and collaborating on open-source hardware
and software (currently, millions of projects) is GitHub.42

GitHub is based on the git version control system (a system
designed for tracking changes to a project’s files, handling many
users at once) and provides free hosting for open-source
projects. GitHub allows easy sharing of new developments and
the ability to “fork” a projectthat is, making a personal copy
that can be altered as desired and the changes submitted back
to the original project for the original author to consider
adopting. Other options include Bitbucket43 and GitLab,44

which can be run on a private server, allowing a more
personalized site. Another useful instrument for sharing is
Open Science Framework,45 an online tool designed to manage
research efforts while making it easy to open projects to the
greater scientific community, including both hardware/software
designs as well as experimental data, by integrating with
external services like GitHub and The Dataverse Project.46

Customized Instruments and Software. Perhaps the
most enduring aspect of the open-source movement in
analytical chemistry is the trend toward developing customized
instruments and software that are dedicated to solving
particular problems in the laboratory. For example, in the
past decade, several OSHW instruments, including electro-
chemical devices,26,47−49 gas sensors,50 and even NMR
spectrometer components51,52 have been described in the
literature. During this time, an even greater number of open-
source software programs related to analytical chemistry were
released. A plethora of open-source software platforms were
described in 2016 in Analytical Chemistry alone, covering topics
from spectral analysis,53,54 to data fitting,55 and -omics.56−63

Also worth noting are the new journals HardwareX and Journal
of Open Hardware, both dedicated to promoting OSHW in all
aspects of science, both inside and out of the traditional lab
setting;64,65 presumably, we can expect many publications of
interest to analytical chemists in both journals in the coming
years. However, these examples are still far outnumbered by
articles that describe new hardware or software without
releasing them as open source.

While one can find many articles that describe hardware or
software that is obviously open- or closed-source, there are also
many articles that lie somewhere in between. A common
observation in articles written by analytical chemists is a cursory
mention of custom software or hardware with no source code
and little or no description (cf., refs 66−68). Although these
articles describe prototype instruments or software (and
perhaps even reference readers to a web page to learn about
and use these tools), the connection to end-users is incomplete.
We propose that it would be best if authors can learn to release
custom developments as FOSS/OSHW, which will allow other
researchers to replicate and improve upon the original
experiments without designing the setup anew. An interesting
example in a recent edition of Analytical Chemistry is a web
server-based program for handling 2D gas chromatography−
mass spectrometry data for metabolomics.69 The article
describes the software and the methods it uses for detecting
peaks and correcting baselines, as well as aligning spectra
collected under different conditions. This tool is unquestion-
ably useful to a wide audience of analytical chemists, but no
source code is available, and the software can only be used by
visiting the authors’ website. Users can upload data to the
service to be processed, but cannot evaluate the source code
behind the data processing and there is no guarantee that the
service will be available or free of charge indefinitely. This is a
good example of material that is usable without payment
(popularly phrased as “free, as in beer”) but not free to
examine, reuse, or modify (“free, as in freedom”). This lack of
freedom has obvious disadvantages for the user but also has
disadvantages for the creators. The open-source approach
permits users to identify and correct bugs or create improve-
ments themselves, submitting them back to the creators, rather
than only reporting issues for the original authors to fix (or
worse, to simply stop using the service).
Another common “gray” zone (between open- and closed-

source) found in the scientific literature is the release of source
code or hardware documentation as part of an article or its
Supporting Information, but with no explicit license to use the
item as FOSS or OSHW (cf., refs 70 and 71). The ability to
examine these materials is useful, but a work may not be
suitable for direct reuse or improvement by other researchers
without the rights granted by a suitable license. Authors always
have the option of granting permissions upon request, but this
can introduce a significant delay and create uncertainty that
may discourage contributions from others. We propose that
this may simply be an issue of education, and are hopeful that
authors who want to share their tools will find the following
discussion to be useful.

■ CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPEN-SOURCE CREATORS
As noted, articles reporting new hardware or software often
either do not provide complete source code and design files or
do not release such source files under an explicit license.
Without a license, the intentions of the authors may not be
clear, leading to ambiguity surrounding permitted usage of the
software and hardware designs. Releasing a design under an
open-source license provides an explicit legal foundation for
authors to maximize use, reuse, propagation, and follow-on
contributionsgoals that align directly with the sentiment of
Newton’s vision about the scientific enterprise. Open-source
licensing is especially beneficial to scientific research in general
where it may facilitate collaboration across institutions,
researchers switching institutions, and prolonging the lifetime
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of projects beyond the involvement of the original creators.72

Since the development of instruments for analytical chemistry
typically involves both software and hardware components, the
licensing considerations of each component must be considered
to release the entire project as open source.
Software Licensing. Within an analytical chemistry lab,

software may take one of many forms. It may consist of, for
example, a simple script used for data processing, a collection of
software functions to be reused across applications (i.e., a
software library),73 or a user interface for a custom instru-
ment.25,26 In the United States and in many other jurisdictions,
software is protected under copyright law by default. As such, if
an author intends to share software, it is crucial to release it
under an explicit license. This is true regardless of software
complexity, even applying, perhaps unexpectedly, to “snippets”
of code posted in responses on popular question and answer
websites such as Stack Overflow.74,75

Software licenses are encountered frequently in everyday life.
For example, while we may think we are purchasing office-
productivity software for our computers or apps for our smart-
phones, we are in fact not buying the sof tware (i.e., source code
or executable binary) itself but are rather purchasing the right to
use the software according to specific license termsthe
legalese that most blindly click “OK” to accept. Commercial
software is often written in programming languages where the
source code must be compiled into a binary form prior to
execution. The resulting binary is then distributed to the end
user without providing the original source code, such that the
user may run the program in its executable form according to
the license terms, but without the ability to inspect or modify
the software. However, even if the intention is to share source
code for others to use, inspect and modify, simply making the
code accessible (e.g., publishing it online) does not grant legal
rights for others to use the software.
Academic researchers may wish to share software that they

have written, perhaps to fulfill open-access publication
obligations or just to promote the sharing of knowledge in
the spirit of Newton’s message. FOSS licenses may be
employed to explicitly pass on specific rights to users regarding
access and eligible usage. While many different licenses qualify
as FOSS, they all share some fundamental properties. First, a
FOSS license must apply to all users in a nondiscriminatory
fashion, even including use in commercial applications
(provided the terms of the license are met). Second, a FOSS

license must at least explicitly grant users rights to access and
inspect the source code, compile (if necessary) and execute the
code, modify the code (e.g., to fix bugs, introduce new
functionality, incorporate into other projects), and distribute
the original source code or any modified version or projects
including the licensed code. Licensed source code that is
modified or included within another project is referred to as a
“derivative work.”
FOSS licenses can be categorized into two classes, defined by

the conditions under which users may redistribute both the
original source code and derivative works. The f irst class is
referred to as “copyleft” (as a play on “copyright”), and permits
users to freely redistribute the original work and any derivative
works provided that any such distributed code is released under
the same licensing terms (sometimes referred to as “reciprocity”).
In other words, if a user would like to modify software that is
released under a copyleft license and distribute the result, the
modified source code must be provided and released under the
same license. The most prominent examples of copyleft licenses
include the General Public License (GPL)76 and Lesser GPL
(LGPL),77 where both require that licensing terms be
preserved, but the LGPL relaxes the reciprocity requirement
by allowing the original work to be included in another code
while only requiring changes to the original worknot the
entire projectto be released under the copyleft license. FOSS
licenses within the second class are referred to as “permissive,”
in that they grant users the right to release both the original
source code and any derivative works under any licensing terms
that they choose. Permissive licenses allow, for example, users
to modify the source code and distribute only the compiled
executable, as is common in commercial applications. Examples
of permissive licenses include the Berkeley Software Distribu-
tion (BSD)78 and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT)79 licenses, which stipulate only that adopters include
the original copyright notice and a statement of attribution
when distributing derivative works.
Given the options (above), how does one choose which

license to adopt? Copyleft and permissive licenses target
different objectives. While copyleft licenses aim to protect the
rights of users of derivative works (including, for example,
feeding improvements and bug fixes back into a parent project),
permissive licenses aim to maximize the adoption of software
by reducing or eliminating license compatibility concerns. A
recent survey found that over 58% of open-source software was

Table 1. Summary of Selected Hardware and Software Licenses

license copylefta
latest
version

patent
clauseb

linking
allowedc used by

software
BSD78 no 2-clause no yes SciPy,84 Numpy,84 IPython85

MIT79 no 1.0 no yes Node.js,89 Ruby On Rails90

Apache87 no 2.0 yes yes Apache HTTP Server,91 Android92

LGPL77 partiald 3.0 yes yes Arduino,27 GTK93

GPL76 yes 3.0 yes no Linux kernel,94 GNOME desktop environment95

hardware
MIT no 1.0 no NodeMCU96

Creative Commons BY-SA97 yes 4.0 no Arduino,27 BeagleBoard98

GPL yes 3.0 yes RepRap,36 OpenPCR,99 MultiSpeQ100

CERN OHL101 yes 1.2 yes Public Lab Spectrometer,102 most projects in the Open Hardware
Repository15

aOther projects integrating the original work must be licensed under the same terms as the original work. bLicense terms include explicit rights
related to patents. cOriginal work may be integrated into another project licensed under different terms than the original work. dWhen original work
is included in another project, only changes to the original work, not the entire project, must be released under the terms of the original work.
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licensed under permissive terms, and over 35% licensed under
copyleft terms, indicating a significant market share for both
classes of FOSS licenses.80 While permissive licenses allow, for
example, derivative works to be released as proprietary
commercial applications without requiring the corresponding
source code to be released, developers’ motivations and beliefs
in FOSS principles and redistribution rights may influence
license selection more than economic incentive.81 Moreover,
software developers are often motivated to make a selection
based on the licensing terms of other projects within their
social networks or according to licenses used for similar
projects.82 This phenomenon is evidenced, for example, by the
licenses shared by numerous core scientific software packages
for the Python83 programming language, including NumPy,84

SciPy,84 IPython,85 and Matplotlib.86 Another important
consideration when selecting an open-source software license
is compatibility with other software applications and libraries.
Consider a software library released using a permissive license
(e.g., BSD). Such a library may be distributed, for example, as
part of another project licensed under a copyleft license (e.g.,
GPL). However, the reverse is not true; that is, if a developer
releases a software library using a copyleft license (e.g., GPL),
another project including the library must be released under the
same copyleft license and may not be released under any other
license (e.g., BSD license). Therefore, the anticipated usage of
software may play a critical role in the selection of a specific
FOSS license. In addition to philosophical and compatibility
concerns, software patents must also be considered when
selecting a license, where applicable. For example, patent grants
are explicitly included in the license text of FOSS licenses such
as the Apache license.87

We hope that the information covered here is a useful
introduction to topics discussed herein, but note that it is not a
substitute for formal legal advice, and it is important for authors
to ensure that any institutional obligations are met. The
properties of a number of common software licenses are
summarized in Table 1. For further reading, we recommend a
review by Morin et al.72 covering various software licensing
options specifically from the perspective of a scientist-
programmer, or the choosealicense.com website88 which aims
to simplify license selection.
Hardware Licensing. Licensing of open-source hardware is

a complex topic for a number of reasons. A typical open-
hardware project is composed of several elements (i.e., digital
representations) that are required to replicate a physical object:
for example, firmware (i.e., software to run on embedded
hardware), schematics, CAD drawings, and documentation.
These files may be shared online in much the same way that
software developers share source code, but existing licenses and
legal concepts developed for open-source software depend on
copyright law, and are not directly applicable to hardware.24,103

For example, while it is possible to copyright a CAD drawing or
circuit schematic, legal protection does not extend to the idea
expressed by that design; instead, the use and manufacture of
that design falls under patent law.103 Although hardware-
specific licenses have been developed (e.g., the Tucson
Amateur Packet Radio or TAPR License,104 or the CERN
Open Hardware License101), many open-hardware projects
choose to use more general copyright licenses (e.g., GPL,76

Creative Commons,75 or MIT79). Copyright-based licenses
offer little real legal protection to hardware; however, they do
serve the important purpose of explicitly signaling the
intentions of the original authors/developers to grant

permission for others to copy and modify their designs. The
properties of a number of common hardware licenses are
summarized in Table 1.
Beyond legally enforceable protective measures, informal

expectations and social norms also play an important role
within the open-source hardware community.105 Many of these
expectations should be familiar to members of the scientific
community at large, for example, provide attribution, refrain
from plagiarism, demonstrate significant added-value/novelty,
etc. A recent certification initiative by the Open Source
Hardware Association (OSHWA) seeks to provide a legal
framework for enforcing some of these requirements through a
certification logo that is protected under trademark law.106

OSHWA also publishes an open-source hardware definition
and statement of principles13 and a list of “best practices” for
open-source hardware projects.107 This list includes suggestions
such as providing original design files that can be used to
adapt/modify the design, using free and open-source computer
aided design (CAD) tools where possible, and being “emo-
tionally prepared to allow your project to be copied (unless
your trademark is violated, then act according to trademark
law).”107 We propose that this list107 is a good place to start for
inventors who are new to the movement and want to
participate.

Is Open-Source a Good Fit for My Project? We have
primarily focused on the benefits of open source hardware for
analytical chemists, but in some cases, the creators of new
hardware or software may have good reasons to keep their
inventions closed. For example, employees may be legally
required to secure permission from their employers before
disclosing new inventions since such actions may impact future
intellectual property and/or commercialization opportunities.
Some creators may also refrain from openly releasing designs to
maintain a perceived strategic advantage or they may simply
conclude that the extra work involved (e.g., expectations to
provide documentation, support, etc.) do not justify the
expected benefits. Choosing whether to release a particular
invention under an open license is a complex and personal
decision that may be strongly influenced by the philosophical
beliefs of the creators;81 however, we believe that as more
examples of successful and impactful open projects become
apparent, it will increasingly be considered as a viable option by
mainstream scientists.

■ DROPBOT/DSTAT
The Wheeler Lab is an analytical chemistry research group
(with members that hail from many different disciplines) at the
University of Toronto. We have historically enjoyed developing
custom hardware and software to solve laboratory problems,
and we have recently begun releasing our inventions as open
source. Two recent projects produced instruments that were
made open source for different reasons: (1) DropBot is a
control-system for digital microfluidics, a new instrument in a
field where no commercial or other open-source options were
available; making DropBot open-source was intended to
encourage advancement in the field by providing an alternative
to researchers developing their own custom instruments. (2)
DStat is a potentiostat, a new instrument in a market saturated
with commercial instruments, but the latter are expensive and
lack the flexibility for modification that an open-source
instrument permits. Each system is described below along
with the motivations and benefits behind their design and
implementation.
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DropBot (and MicroDrop). DropBot is an OSHW digital
microfluidic (DMF) automation system designed for general-
purpose liquid handling which can be controlled using the
MicroDrop FOSS program.25 The DropBot platform was
designed to provide software-controlled movement of droplets
on digital microfluidic (DMF) devices, enabling those without
electrical engineering and programming backgrounds to
conduct DMF research. Prior to the release of DropBot,
since there was no off-the-shelf DMF control-system available,
researchers were required to build their own systems from
scratch. The DropBot is intended as a reference implementa-
tion that is accessible to most research laboratories at a modest
cost using easy-to-source electrical components, which can
optionally be assembled by third-party circuit board manu-
facturers, significantly lowering the barrier for laboratories that
are new to using DMF.
The DropBot system along with the MicroDrop software has

been used in many applications including integrated cell culture
and analysis,108 electrochemical immunoassays,109 and sample
preparation for mass spectrometry.110 Each new application
typically requires interfacing with new sensors and other
ancillary instruments, so it is crucial that the DropBot platform
be extensible. As such, DropBot hardware and MicroDrop
software were designed from the outset to promote modularity
and to explicitly support interfacing with other hardware
through standardized communication interfaces (e.g., interinte-
grated circuit, or I2C) and with other software through the
introduction of plugins. By releasing both the DropBot
hardware and MicroDrop software under open-source licenses,
users have the f reedom and ability to make any necessary
modifications to the system for a given experimental setup.
The DropBot hardware design files are licensed under the

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported
license,75 and the DropBot firmware and MicroDrop software
are licensed under the BSD78 software license. The BSD license
was chosen to promote adoption of the software by the widest
user base possible and to ensure compatibility with the licenses
of the core packages in the existing scientific Python83

ecosystem. As a testament to the value of open source, all
DropBot circuit boards were designed using the FOSS
KiCad111 application, the firmware was compiled using the
Arduino27 development environment, and the main interface
board was based on an Arduino microcontroller. Moreover, the
MicroDrop software was written in Python83 and relies on
numerous open-source packages, including GTK,93 Numpy,84

Matplotlib,86 and many others. It is only by standing on these
wide shoulders, raised upon the hard work of others, that the
development of the DropBot platform was possible.
The open source nature of the DropBot platform has led to

some interesting and exciting opportunities. In 2014, we held
the first DropBot DMF workshop, in which attendees from
around the world traveled to Toronto to gain hands-on
experience constructing and assembling DropBot systems and
received training using the MicroDrop software to move
droplets first-hand. We also hosted an interactive introductory
DMF workshop at the MicroTAS 2016 conference using the
latest version of the DropBot platform. Since DropBot and
MicroDrop were released as open source in 2013, more than 15
DropBot systems have been built in laboratories around the
world and are being used to conduct DMF research. External to
our lab, Heinemann et al.112 recently published work using the
DropBot platform, an event that would surely bring a smile to
Newton’s face.

DStat. DStat is an OSHW general-purpose lab potentiostat
with a cross-platform FOSS computer interface.26 DStat was
designed to be accessible to any lab, being inexpensive,
compact, and easy-to-use, while maintaining uncompromised
measurement performance. The intent of the project was to
bridge the gap between very inexpensive potentiostats intended
for field use in low-resource settings, like the excellent
CheapStat project,48 and the much more expensive (and
closed-source) commercial instruments. A critical motivation in
developing DStat was frustration in attempting to interface a
commercial potentiostat with DropBot. Commercial instru-
ments generally operate as “black boxes,” where little
information is available about the hardware and software’s
internal workings, and options for interfacing other instruments
or software varies greatly from instrument to instrument. This
was an important consideration in choosing to release DStat as
OSHW/FOSS, since making DStat fully open source resolves
all of the problems related to the black-box nature of
commercial instrumentsall design documents and source
code is available to the user for examination and modification
to suit their needs.
The DStat hardware is licensed under the CERN Open

Hardware License101 and the microcontroller firmware and
computer interface are licensed under the GNU GPL.76 These
licenses were chosen to encourage users to contribute
modifications back to the community, as both licenses stipulate
that modifications must be released under the original license.
This has the added effect of discouraging the use of the work in
commercial products without acquiring a separate license from
the author, as most companies prefer not to release intimate
details about their products’ designs (leading to the
aforementioned black-box problem). In addition, DStat is
built using existing open-source tools: the circuit board designs
were produced with KiCad,111 the microcontroller firmware
was written in C using the avr-libc library,113 and much like
Microdrop, the computer interface is written in Python83 with a
number of open-source modules like GTK93 and NumPy.84

Following the theme of this article, DStat would not have been
possible without standing on the shoulders of these FOSS tools
and frameworks, which are the result of years of development
shared by hundreds of people.
Releasing DStat as OSHW/FOSS has allowed others to

rapidly replicate our effortssince its release in late 2015,
several individuals, academic groups, and companies have
expressed interest in DStat, a number of whom have
constructed their own DStats and submitted modifications
back to the project. Just as we built upon open-source projects
to produce DStat, we wish to encourage others to build upon
DStat to improve the design and modify it to suit their own
needs. While a traditional journal publication (without
providing the design files, source code, and licenses granting
permissions to use and modify) might have inspired some of
the above, in all likelihood, the instrument would have
remained within our lab.

■ THE FUTURE OF OPEN SOURCE IN ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY

Open-source hardware stands to benefit many stakeholders
within the scientific ecosystem, for example, scientists as users,
scientists as developers, funding agencies, and the public at
large. Oft-cited benefits include reduced cost,24 better
reproducibility,114 and democratization of technology (i.e.,
making it easier for those outside of traditional institutions to
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access the necessary tools to practice science). For analytical
chemists, founding or contributing to an open-source hardware
project is likely to bring increased publicity and exposure to
one’s work (analogous to the well-documented open-access
citation advantage115) and can bring valuable feedback (with
the potential to attract new contributions). It is also easy to
imagine many indirect benefits that can result from having
more open hardware in the analytical chemistry lab; for
example, giving researchers the capability to better understand
their own tools may provide the means to tackle new and
interesting questions that would otherwise be inaccessible using
proprietary “black box” systems.
If we accept the premise that broader adoption of open-

source hardware (both development and use) will benefit
scientists and society in general, the following questions
remain: what tools exist for increasing adoption and what
lessons can be learned from previous open movements? The
community-developed GOSH manifesto provides a statement
of principles for open-source hardware in science, including
such topics such as accessibility, empowerment, scientific
impact, democratization, and changing the culture of science.14

This last point, changing cultural norms, is particularly
important if open-source hardware is to be widely adopted
within the field of analytical chemistry and in academia in
general. Traditional academic incentives encourage the
production of “novel” findings over the development of tools
and improvements to the overall efficiency of the scientific
enterprise. Although some scientists may be intrinsically
motivated to release their work under open licenses, many
more are likely to do so if the system provides the right
extrinsic incentives; therefore, policy incentives are likely to be
an important tool for encouraging widespread development of
open-source hardware and software in analytical chemistry and
beyond. These incentives may be implemented at various
administrative levels (e.g., academic journals, national govern-
ments, funding bodies, and research institutions) and we need
only look to other, more established open movements (e.g.,
open-source software, open publishing, and open data) for
inspiration.
Many granting agencies (e.g., NIH,116 and Wellcome

Trust117) require that articles associated with any of their
grants be published in open-access journals immediately (or
deposited in open repositories after a short embargo period).
Mandates for open-access publishing have also been
implemented at the institutional level.115 Another interesting
example of creative policy incentives is the “Open Practices”
badge system, recently proposed by the Center for Open
Science.118 Through this policy, publishers are encouraged to
apply a graphical badge to articles containing open data, open
materials, etc. By adopting such a system, journals can signal
their support of these practices. There is already some evidence
that such badges can have a positive effect; in a study of one
journal (Psychological Science), open-data badges were shown to
increase data-sharing more than 10-fold.118 In theory, such a
system could be easily extended to cover open-source software
and hardware. Implementing broad requirements that force
researchers to use open-source hardware seems unreasonable at
this stage; however, it may be feasible to create special grants
that require researchers to release their hardware designs under
an accepted open-source license. These grants could even be
strategically targeted to the production of open-source
instruments that would be of long-term benefit to a particular
agency or institution. In any case, the availability of a toolbox of

high-quality, open-source instruments is likely to have many
positive downstream effects (e.g., reducing purchasing costs and
enhancing the productivity of researchers making hardware
improvements), thus representing a strong economic and
scientific return on investment.
Finally, the purported benefits of open-source hardware on

analytical chemistry (and science in general) can only be
realized if open-source instruments and tools can be produced
and supported in ways that are competitive with conventional
instrument suppliers, both economically and in terms of
analytical performance and reproducibility. While there is
already an established commercial ecosystem around open-
source software, the same cannot yet be said for the nascent
open-source hardware community. The development of
successful business models and services (e.g., calibration,
support, customization) around open-source scientific hardware
will be critical to its long-term impact.
Science has changed since the time of Newton, but the

principle of building upon the works of others has not. As we
move toward ever increasing complexity in our experiments, it
is incumbent upon us to consider ideas like the open-source
concept to preserve this vision for the generations of scientists
to come.
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